
OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    
 

This climb is characterised by continuous 
easy climbing on good rock, but is a step up 
in seriousness from Pinnacle Rib. Almost all 
pitches are interesting and not overly 
protected, and the crux demands a positive 
approach. 

    

DifficultiesDifficultiesDifficultiesDifficulties    

 
The only major technical difficulty is the crux 
corner above the mid-height ledge, which 
can be desperate in big boots when the rock 
is wet. Rock shoes and dry rock help a lot! 
 
Route finding is not as difficult as on other 
Lliwedd routes, but care should be taken to 
identify the crux pitch correctly. 
 
The climb poses no serious dangers for 
seconds, and is a suitable outing for less 
experienced climbers. 

    

StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy    

 
Slow parties should consider this a full-day 
mountain route, and be equipped 
accordingly. Return to the base of the climb 
is inconvenient, so all teams should carry 
everything with them up the route and over 
the summit. 
 
Most stances are large, and the route can be 
climbed comfortably by a rope of three. Slow 
parties and soloists should consider easy 
variations around the horizontal knife-edge. 
 
Slanting Buttress can be climbed in most 
weather conditions, but the crux moves 
become awkward – rock shoes 
recommended for this pitch. 
 
In dry weather, consider soloing or simul-
climbing the first section to the big corner 
stance. 
 

 

225m Difficult    
Equipment: 1 set of nuts (1 to 10) 
 Cams or Hexes 1in – 2in 

 6 Extenders (including long ones) 
 3 120cm slings 
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SlantSlantSlantSlanting Buttressing Buttressing Buttressing Buttress, , , , Lliwedd          225m225m225m225m  Diff  4–7 hrs  

The easiest of the big-three Lliwedd Lines, Slanting Buttress is an excellent 
outing up a big face, featuring continuously interesting easy climbing with a 
distinct crux pitch. A great route for developing mountain route skills. 
 

EquipmentEquipmentEquipmentEquipment    
 
Head torches, spare clothes, and descent 
shoes should be carried up the route, as well 
as map, compass, and whistle. 
 
As with all mountain routes, helmets and 
prussic loops are recommended. 

    

ApApApApproach (Approx 1hr30)proach (Approx 1hr30)proach (Approx 1hr30)proach (Approx 1hr30) 
 
From the screes below Lliwedd (see Lliwedd 
overview card) look for a scree-covered 
terrace that traverses right from the lowest 
point of the crag. At the right end of this is 
Slanting Buttress – the lowest and rightmost 
buttress of the mountain. 
 
Follow a vague trail along the terrace (much 
easier than it looks from below) and try to 
identify two S-shaped quartz stripes at the 
foot of Slanting Buttress. Start beneath 
these. 

    

DescentDescentDescentDescent 
 
The route tops out just to the west of the 
West Summit. From the top of the climb, turn 
left (East) following paths up to the West 
Summit and then along the ridge to the main 
East Summit.  
 
After the East summit, continue along the 
ridge path, passing a small and then large 
subsidiary summit on the left until the path 
levels out on a broad grassy area.  
 
Drop down a steep section on the left 
(awkward in the dark) to gain the good 
paved path back to Llyn Llydaw and then on 
to Pen-Y-Pass. 
 
A 1:25000 OS map is recommended for this 
descent, particularly in bad weather. 
 

S-shaped 
Quartz stripes 

Approach 

Good easy climbing up 
low-angled rocks, 
generally trending 

leftwards 

Belay in very big 
corner / niche Climb left from big 

corner. Excellent 
moves on good 
flake holds 

Small stance 
overlooking big 
gully on left 

Exciting move into 
undercut groove – 
good climbing! 

Exposed step right 
onto front of arete. 

Rope drag. 

Horizontal 
knife-edge 

ridge 

Variety of poorer 
lines up vegetated 
ledges left of arete 
– good for soloists 
or to save time 

Easy traverse right along ledge, 
passing a quartz band to a 
stance below clean corner 

Climb corner to a 
prominent spike on 
the right. Stand on 
this and then step 
right into secondary 
groove . (Crux) 

Top pitch – 
easy slabs 

then left over 
rib into hidden 
corner (easy) 

Surprise slot 
on right – 
finish up this 

Walk up left to 
summit of West 

Buttress 

Most pitches can be 
soloed, but rope 

advised for the crux 
corner pitch. 

Watch rope drag 
on all pitches 

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY 

SERIOUSNESS 

GOOD IN THE WET 


